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Who is doing the job? The contradiction between Zachor's parsha in Ki Tetze where we read we 

are required to eradicate Amalek and what he stands for. But in Beshalach we read Hashem will 

utterly erase Amalek. Who is to do the job? Answer given by many, it depends whether the 

attack is against the body or the spirit of the Jew. If it is against Torah, we are to do the job. If 

against the body, Hashem is to do so. Ibn Ezra rejects this answer. His answer is that we are 

commanded to begin, and Hashem will help in the fight. Why did I.E. reject the answer most 

give? The reason is interesting and presents insights into the mitzvah and our task today. 

Zachor: Who is Doing the Job? 

 

Today is Parshat Zachor, when we remember what the Anti-Semites have done to us from 

Pharoah till the present day. Amalek is the archetype of the anti-Semite. So even after his nation 

was assimilated into other ancient nations, we remember what he stood for. And we dedicate this 

Sabbath to renew the resolve to wage everlasting war against Amalek. For Amalek himself, even 

his people, are gone, disappeared. But “Amalekism” is alive, and thriving, and very strong until 

this very day. 

 

At one time the Chief Rabbinate in Israel had declared this a day of remembrance for all who 

perished in lands of oppression, especially those Jews who still suffer in lands like Iraq. It is 

always a day to remember the war waged by the enemies of our people, and the innocent victims, 

such as those who lost their lives in recent daily terror attacks Israe.. Let them be the symbol of 

all our martyrs, as we remember Haman, and Amalek, and what they sought to do to us. 

 

There is a contradiction in the verses commanding us "to remember" which our sages seek to 

reconcile. In Ki Tetze, today's maftir, we read that we are required to eradicate Amalek and what 

he stands for from under the heavens. But in Beshalach where the commandment is also 

mentioned, we read that it is Hashem who will eliminate and utterly erase Amalek from under 

the heavens.  

 

Who is doing the job? The Jews, or Hashem? And if Hashem, why are we ourselves commanded 

to do it with the words timche et zecher Amalek? 

 

Many of our sages answer that there are really two assaults; on the body of the Jew, and on his 

faith. 

 

When it comes to our physical survival, we have Hashem's promise, many times, that in spite of 

great decimation, Jews will survive. We will do our best, but it is Hashem who will insure our 

nation's survival. But when it comes to the ideological war, to be sure that our ideals and faith 

survive, then it is entirely up to the Jew. Hashem will see that Jews survive. Jews have to see that 

Judaism survives.  

 

That by itself would be an important thought to keep in mind in our time when in our search for 



peace we prepare to struggle against terrorists as well as hypocracy of Arab leaders.  

 

But today I would like to add the thought of one great Medieval commentators, Abraham Ibn 

Ezra, who gives a new dimension to the answer. He says simply that Hashem promises to finish 

the fight provided we undertake to begin it. So Hashem commands us to begin: Timche et zecher 

Amalek. Of course the job is too big for us to do alone. But if we but begin the fight, the 

Almighty Himself will finish it. Macho emche et zecher Amalek, "I will utterly blot out the 

memory of Amalek". 

 

My question is: Why did Ibn Ezra reject the first answer that most other sages gave? Doesn't he 

agree that there are two kinds of assaults, one on the body and the other on the spirit of our 

people? That Hashem will enable us to physically survive, but our spiritual survival really 

depends on us? 

 

I suggest that Ibn Ezra rejects that answer, not because he thinks it is wrong, but because he 

thinks it is incomplete. Because when you apply it to real life, you find that the assaults are not 

so clear-cut. Very often, what appears purely an ideological or a theological attack is actually 

motivated by hatred of the Jew and intolerance of his physical existence. And what appears 

superficially as a purely physical attack upon our people or our land often has ideological, 

philosophical and religious motivation. 

 

We can see this in the Purim Megillah itself. At first glance it appears to be an attack on the 

physical existence and survival of the Jew. What could be more physical than Haman's plot to 

utterly destroy all Jewish life? Yet, closer examination reveals it isn't so simple. 

 

We read in the Megillah that when confronted by Haman, Mordecai lo yichra velo yishtachave. 

"Mordecai would neither bend nor bow." Why the repetition? What is meant by “bending” that is 

different from “bowing”? 

 

Our Rabbis perceive Mordecai as resisting different kinds of pressure. We, who are adept at 

resisting pressure in the media and from all corners of the world, can relate to Mordecai's 

struggle to resist the types of pressure he faced. 

 

Of course there was pressure from Haman directly, and all his retainers and followers to bow to 

their master. There was pressure from the King to heed his command. There was surely media 

pressure, because Persia was a great "media country" since runners were always going out to all 

the provinces with the latest decrees and news. 

 

And there was surely pressure from Jews themselves! There were surely Jews who pointed out 

that one is required to give honor to foreign dignitaries, and certainly to officers of the land. 

Don't we say the prayer for the government? Why aggravate this anti-Semite by refusing to bow 

before him? Surely it is a matter of life and death, and we are only to sacrifice our lives for a 

cardinal sin like idolatry! If that were all, Mordecai would have surely bowed. The Talmud 

testifies to this, saying, vechi Mordecai kanteran haya? Mordecai wasn't a rebel, an extremist! If 

there were a way to win mere survival, even at great cost, he would have found it. 

 



But Mordecai recognized in Haman another, far deeper danger: velo yishtahave. He would not 

bow down in worship. For he recognized that this was not only a physical struggle. It was an 

ideological struggle too. When he saw that Haman had affixed an idol of himself on his breast 

over his heart, and held it up so that people could worship it, Hakak avoda zara al libo, 

veniskaven sheyishtahavu laavoda zara. Mordecai saw that Haman came in the name of religion! 

He wanted Jews, not only to defer to him as their ruler, but also to worship him as their god! He 

wanted them to bend and to worship, and Mordecai realized that if it is sometimes politically 

expedient to be firm, it is always religiously imperative to be adamant in the struggle to defend 

Jewish faith and preserve its integrity. And in this, the survival of all Jews for all time is at 

stake.... He knew that to resist idolatry he must be willing to sacrifice even life itself. Mordecai 

would not bend, because he could not bow down and worship! 

 

In our time, we have seen this mixing of the motives, physical and ideological anti-Semitism 

mixed up together, applied to us in different ways. 

 

We see it, of course, in the war against Israel, which is not only against Israel's existence, but 

also is a war by Arabs with deep religious motivation, for we all know that Hamas has a religious 

base for its attacks, and the real danger to Israel is from Fundamentalists in Islam's camp. Every 

Moslem martyr is promised special rewards in Moslem heaven. 

 

We have seen it in the holocaust. It would at first appear that surely the holocaust, more than any 

other Amalek attack, was against the physical survival of the Jewish people. Yet Hitler's own 

testimony declared that he was really fighting, to put it in his words, "against THE TEN 

COMMANDMENTS!" Furthermore, listen to the words of Professor Franklin Littrell, Professor 

of Religion at Temple University, describing the role of the church in the holocaust:  

 

"While the Holocaust was a cataclysm in the history of the Jewish people, it also remained a 

massive event in the life of Christians; that when Christians understand the meaning of the 

Holocaust and what it reveals of the spiritual condition of Christendom, they will mourn it as 

much as the Jews. 

 

“There exists a credibility crisis within the Church and within the system of education.  

 

“Within the system of education: The Holocaust was planned, supervised and rationalized by 

men and women who supported the Nazi ideology and who had graduated the university system 

of Europe. Dr. Joseph Mengele, Auschwitz's "Angel of Death", possessed two doctorates and 

was educated in the greatest universities in the world.  

 

“Within the Church: The credibility crisis of Christianity is that six million Jews... were 

murdered in the heart of Christendom by baptised Christians. These Christians were never 

excommunicated nor rebuked by the Church. Adolph Hitler died a Church?tax paying Roman 

Catholic to the end." 

 

I heard Litrell give this answer at a Holocaust conference I had attended, and also present was 

Marvin Kalb. Kalb then asked Litrell and other theologians from Harvard Divinity School and 

Yale, if they thought the Holocaust could be repeated. Not one of them would say, unequivocally 



that it could not happen again. None of them were ready to declare that humanity had learned a 

permanent lesson. They did say that perhaps the State of Israel in the future would be the primary 

barometer and measure of whether the possibility is becoming more real. And the greater the 

hatred for the State of Israel, the greater the danger of religious persecution, because you can't 

separate one from the other! And surely we are seeing this today in the rapid and malignant 

growth of world anti-Semitism coupled with their manifold increased anti-Israel political action. 

 

So this is the manifestation of Amalek, struggling not only against the Jew, but also against 

Hashem Himself, Haman with the image of the idol over his heart. 

 

So the lesson of macho timche, that Hashem will help us in our physical struggle, but the 

spiritual struggle is entirely in our own hands, is, according to Ibn Ezra, not sufficient, because 

no war is ever either one or the other! The enemy comes against us almost every time with both 

motivations, no matter what words he uses to disguise them. 

 

And so Ibn Ezra preferred the answer that in every struggle it is our task to be firm and 

courageous; to undertake the battle even if it appears hopeless, and if we do this with courage 

and with faith, Hashem will come to our aid, complete the task, and we shall be victorious... 

Macho emche et zecher Amalek mitachat hashamayim.  

 


